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U.S. Supreme Court Considers Mandatory Union Dues

The Supreme Court of the United States heard oral arguments in Janus v. American Federation of

State, County, and Municipal Employees, Council 31, et al. (No. 16-1466) on February 26, 2018.  The
Court’s decision may have a profound impact on public sector labor relations nationally and in
particular on public education in California.  Four attorneys presented oral argument (two advocating
for Janus and two for AFSCME).  The following summarizes certain key points made during oral
argument.

Plaintiff Mark Janus (“Janus”) is a child support specialist for the Illinois Department of
Healthcare and Family Services.  Janus is not a member of the local chapter of the  American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (“AFSCME”) which is the union representing
many state workers in Illinois, including Janus.

In Illinois and a number of other states (including California), workers are required to pay
“agency” or “fair-share” fees (“agency fees”) regardless of union affiliation or personal feelings
concerning unions.  Agency fees are required based on the theory that all employees in the bargaining
unit represented by the union benefit from the union’s representation and bargaining activities.  Non-
union unit members may opt out of contributing the portion of union dues used solely for the union’s
political lobbying activities or in supporting candidates.

Counsel for Janus argued that the specific act of collective bargaining in the public sector equates
to political activity.  As a result, public sector unions are inherently political and agency fees constitute
required political support.  Mandatory agency fees therefore constitute government interference with
First Amendment rights.

Supreme Court Justice Kagan expressed concern about “reliance interests” if the Court were to
find state agency fee statutes unconstitutional.  Thousands of political subdivisions could conceivably
have their CBAs invalidated.  These agreements were entered into in reliance on existing state laws
requiring agency fees.  Counsel for Janus argued that the laws are unconstitutional and “reliance
interests” should not be protected by infringement on constitutional rights.
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In support of upholding the constitutionality of the agency fee statutes, the Solicitor General for
the state of Illinois cited two interests.  First, Illinois has an interest in dealing with a single
spokesperson for the employee unit; second, there was an interest in imposing a duty on the
spokesperson to represent all unit members equally.  The Solicitor General also argued that there was
a test that would allow for distinction between chargeable versus non-chargeable union expenses.

In response to a question by Justice Kennedy, counsel for AFSCME conceded that a Supreme

Court ruling in favor of Janus would diminish the political influence of unions.  Justice Kennedy
followed with “Isn’t that the end of this case?”  AFSCME asserted that states had the right to require
agency fees to subsidize the unions.  AFSCME argued that negotiation over wage increases did not
necessarily constitute a matter of public concern to implicate First Amendment protection.  Lastly,

AFSCME argued that if the Supreme Court rules in favor of Janus, union security provisions
(requiring union membership and/or agency fees) would be unlawful and that could potentially lead
to strikes under the rationale that union security provisions are generally a tradeoff for no-strike
language.

CTA and classified unions in California have negotiated agency fee provisions in CBAs with

many school districts.  A ruling in favor of Janus will result in the unconstitutionality and
unenforceability of agency fee provisions.  School districts can expect immediate bargaining demands
based on the invalidity of CBA language.  The California Legislature may also address the Supreme
Court’s ruling and has already attempted to do so by requiring union participation in employee
orientations.

There is a California case that has been stayed pending the Janus ruling (Yohn v. CTA).  As in

Janus, Yohn challenges the agency fee requirement and also challenges the constitutionality of CTA’s
opt-out procedure for those teachers who do not want to pay full union dues.

We will provide a further update after the Supreme Court’s opinion which is expected this

summer.  The current Vegas line has Janus as a 5-4 favorite!

—Timothy L. Salazar
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Education Law Updates are intended to alert clients to developments in legislation, opinions of courts and
administrative bodies and related matters.  They are not intended as legal advice in any specific situation.  Please
consult legal counsel as to how the issue presented may affect your particular circumstances. 
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